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Abstract. Transparent tooth correction treatment is an esthetic alternative to traditional orthodontic treatment. Recently, 
attachments were introduced in transparent tooth correction treatments to improve the predictability of orthodontic movement. 
In order to optimize the attachment configuration, the force delivery system of attachments in orthodontic aligner treatment 
was analyzed. Based on mechanical principles, such as the synthesis theorem of force system, Varignon theorem, and the 
theorem of force translation, the force system of attachment was analyzed. How the attachments affected the orthodontic 
treatment was investigated. The attachments’ force system Fr, Ft, Mr and Mt was determined. The optimum attachment for 
translation and controlled tipping movement was conceived. The attachments can be designed and placed appropriately to 
improve tooth movement. 
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1. Introduction 

Since its development, invisible aligner technology has become popular in worldwide orthodontic 
therapy as an esthetic alternative to fixed labial braces [1-4]. Initially, the aligners were used 
successfully to deal with mild malocclusions, such as anterior crowding and generalized spacing. 
However, there were controversies over whether moderate to difficult orthodontic treatment could be 
systematically accomplished with the orthodontic aligner system [5-8]. 

The orthodontic force of the orthodontic aligner is different from the traditional fixed appliance 
because it is derived from the rebound force of the aligner. Joffe [9] reviewed the limitations of the 
aligner that present the correction of moderate to severe malocclusions due to its inability to produce 
controlled tooth movements. 
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Ercoli, et al. [10] compared two types of aligners. The results showed that in both aligner systems, 
difficulties were found in the correction of torque formation and rotations. 

Align Technology, Inc recommends the use of resin attachments, interproximal reduction, 
thermopliers, overcorrection, or auxiliaries to aid rotational movement [11].  

Rossini, et al. [12] concluded that clear aligner treatment requires the use of auxiliaries (attachments, 
interarch elastics, IPR, and altered aligner geometries) to improve the predictability of orthodontic 
movement. 

Owen [13] concluded that 1 mm thick horizontal rectangle attachments on the buccal and lingual 
side help level the maxillofacial curve, extrude teeth, and control the tooth’s long axis when the tooth 
is rotated. Boyd and Vlaskalic [14] suggested that 1 mm thick oval attachments perpendicular to the 
tooth surface for a right angle strengthen the aligner’s retention.  

Djeu, et al. [5] compared the treatment results of transparent teeth corrections to those done with 
conventional fixed appliances, using the objective grading system of the American Board of 
Orthodontics (ABO). Similar OGS scores between Invisalign and traditional braces for alignment and 
interproximal contacts were expected. It was found that Invisalign correction has had success with 
straightening arches by de-rotating teeth, especially when composite attachments are bonded to the 
premolars. In previous reports, these results were largely anecdotal; they have now been confirmed. 

It was concluded that the treatment efficiencies of the orthodontic aligners and fixed appliance 
technology were the same. And they attributed the aligner’s efficiency to attachments.  

Gomez, et al. [15] concluded that the plastic aligner system’s biomechanical supplementary 
composite attachments generate the force system required to produce bodily tooth movement; the 
absence of biomechanical supplementary composite attachments can result in undesired inclination of 
the tooth during translation movements. 

Boyd [16] showed that attachments on a tooth’s buccal and lingual sides can support the rotation 
movement. Chenin, et al. [17] reported on two cases involving the use of attachments on canine teeth 
and the removal of glaze from the neighboring side to assist tooth rotation. This was in accordance 
with reports on the effects of attachments on tooth rotation. Conversely, Kravitz, et al.’s investigation 
showed that attachments did not help tooth rotation [18]. 

It is believed that the given initial load system with certain moment-to-force ratios (M/F) can 
control tooth displacement [19-22]. The force system of attachment can give a clear answer on 
whether the introduction of attachment can help orthodontic aligner treatment. Unfortunately, there 
have been a limited number of investigations on how attachments work on tooth movement, and how 
it influences orthodontic force. Therefore, the aim of the present investigation was to use the force 
theorem to analyze the force system introduced by attachment in invisible aligner treatment. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Research object 

An attachment that is used to auxiliary the canine tooth’s translation from the labial side to the 
lingual side was chosen as the research object. 

There is at least one active surface involving attachments in orthodontic aligner technology, as 
shown in Figure 1, and the orthodontic force acting on the attachment is distributed on these surfaces. 
In this study, the attachment used to support the canine tooth’s translation was optimized to allow 
effective movement of the tooth. 
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Fig. 1. Active surface of attachment. 

2.2. Optimization criterion 

There should be an optimization criterion for guiding the attachment configuration, as this can 
guarantee the optimization results. According to previous investigations [21, 22], the moment-to-force 
ratios of approximately 10 and 7 can obtain better translation and controlled tipping tooth movement. 
For the translation, the M/F value was chosen as 8 in this study, and the moment and force are shown 
in Figure 2.  

 

 
Fig. 2. Tooth and attachment. 
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2.3. Theories for analysis 

The definition of synthesis theorem of force system is that if the effect of one concentrated force 
action on the system is equivalent to the effect of several other forces, the concentrated force is the 
synthesis force of these forces.  

For the theorem of force translation, the force action on the system can be translated to any other 
active point, but one additional moment must be added. That moment must be equal to the moment of 
the original force to the new active point. 

According to mechanical theories, the force active on the arbitrary active surface can be simplified 
as a concentrated force action on the tangent plane of its active point (Figure 3). As such, the 
equivalent force and moment action on the tooth’s long axis were obtained. 

2.4. Analysis process 

Figure 2 illustrates the attachment that was investigated in this study. Surface 1 was assumed to be 
the active surface in the orthodontic treatment. Thus, Surface 1 was chosen as the investigated object 
in the first step (Figure 3).  

Friction between the aligner cavity and attachment was not addressed in this investigation, because 
this study mainly focused on the effect of the attachment’s structure on the orthodontic force. 
According to the contact property, the contact pressure’s direction was perpendicular to Surface 1. 

Based on the synthesis theorem of the force system, pressure P (Figure 2(a)) on the surface must be 
equivalent to one combination force P (Figure 4) acting on the surface (Eq. (1)). 

 
dspP

s
�=                                   (1) 

 
where P is the synthetic force, p  is the contact pressure, and S is the area of Surface 1. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Surface 1 of force active. 
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Fig. 4. Attachment investigation. 

 
Next, the resultant moment principle was applied to obtain the coordinates of the synthetic force 

P(X, Y). 
The contact pressure’s moment on x axis should be equal to the moment of the synthetic force P on 

x axis, as shown in Eq. (2). 
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As for the moment on y axis, it was found as: 
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Then, the coordinates of the synthetic force P (X, Y) were obtained as: 
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where x and y are the coordinates of the contact pressure, and X and Y are the coordinates of the 
synthetic force. 

And in the following analysis, the contact pressure was replaced by the synthetic force. Then the 
attachment was taken as the investigated object (Figure 4). 

The angle � was the angle of line AD in Surface 1 and the tooth’s long axis. The coordinate axis y in 
Figure 4 was parallel to the tooth’s long axis. 

The acting point of synthetic force P in the new coordinate system was point B. Associated with 
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Figure 3, the distance between point B and D was Y. 
Then, according to the trigonometric function, coordinates of point B in Figure 4’s coordinate 

system were obtained. 
 

θsin2 YX = ,  θcos2 YY =  
 
Synthetic force P was resolved as 

2xP and 
2yP . 

 
θcos

2
PPx = , θsin

2
PPy =  

 
where 2X  and 2Y  are coordinates of synthetic force P in Figure 4, 

2xP and 
2yP  are the resolution 

forces of force P in Figure 4. 
To calculate the moment of the two resolution forces on the tooth, the distance between their active 

lines and the tooth’s long axis was determined. 
The distance t between 

2xP  active line and the tooth’s long axis was determined by the 
attachment’s position and the active point of synthetic force P. The distance R between 2yP  active 
line and the tooth’s long axis was determined by the crown’s radium and the active point of synthetic 
force P. 

Then the distance between points B and C needed to be determined (Figure 4). As for the similar 
triangles ABCΔ  and ADEΔ , dBC = , bDE = , cAD = , and the following was obtained: 

 

                             
b
d

c
Yc =−

                                (4) 

 
Then  
 

                            
b
d

c
Y =−1                                 (5) 

 

As for the trigonometric function, it is known that θsin=
c
b

, so 
θsin

bc =  

Thus the following is true: 
 

                            
b
d

b
Y =− θsin1                             (6) 

 
Then θsinYbd −=  

The distance between the tooth’s long axis and resolution force 
2yP  active line is rdR += , 

where r is the distance between the tooth’s long axis and point A (Figure 4).  
Then the force and moment acting on the tooth Ft, Mt, Fr, Mr is obtained by: 
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where Ft is the resolution force  whose  direction  is  perpendicular  to t he t ooth’s l ong a xis, Mt i s t he  addi-  

 of Ft on the tooth, Fr is the resolution force parallel to the tooth’s long axis, Mr is Fr’s 
additional moment on the tooth. 

3. Results 

3.1. Theory derived results 

There were four moment-to-force ratios: 
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For θsinYbd −= ; the following was obtained:  
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The forces and moments Ft, Fr, Mt and Mr are shown in Figures 5 and 6. 

3.2. Optimization results 

Moment-to-force ratios are particularly useful because they have been linked to types of tooth 
movements. In Figures 5 and 6, it was discovered which force or moment should be retained or 
eliminated for different types of tooth movements. The moment-to-force ratios of approximately 10 
and 7 were linked to translation and controlled tipping, respectively [21, 22]. 

In this study, the translation movement was taken as an example. In the translation case, the Mt and 

Fr should be eliminated, or kept as small as possible (Figure 7), and the ratio of 
t

r

F
M

 should range 

from 7 to 10. The load applied to the tooth and the movements of the tooth are shown in Figure 7. 
As for moment Mt, the attachment can be placed where the active line of  is intersected with the 

tooth’s long axis, which means t is zero and Mt is zero. As for the force Fr, two different active 

tional moment
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Fig. 5. Load applied to tooth and tooth movement. Fig. 6. Moment Mr and force Ft. 

 

Fig. 7. Moment Mt and force Fr. 
 

surfaces can be designed to make Fr’s direction opposite. Consequently, the moment Mr can be 
retained and the force Fr can be eliminated. 

Usually, the thickness of the attachment is approximately 1 mm. If its value is too large, the aligner 
would be difficult to apply. Therefore, the value of b is 1. 

The direction of the active surface was determined by )sin(tan rYb
F

M

t

r +−= θθ , 

( 00 900 << θ , mmb 1≤ ). Because of the trigonometric function (Figure 4), 
θsin

bY < , and 

mmbY 1sin ≤<θ . Then it was assumed that rrYb ≈+− θsin . Usually the radius of the tooth’s 
crown r  is about 2-4 mm, so 4≈t  was used in this investigation. Then the ratio of 

4tan •≈ θ
t

r

F
M

was obtained. Here it was assumed that the ratio value was 8. Then it was known that 

assumed to be approximately 
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84tan ≈•θ , and the appropriate value of the angle was found as 043.63≈θ .  
After that, the position of the attachment, its thickness, and the active surface’s direction of the 

attachment were all determined. The attachment’s design was complete.  

4. Discussion 

The biomechanical characteristics are crucial for tooth movement in orthodontic treatment systems. 
The limitations of the biomechanical characteristic are the essence of the limitations of the efficacy 
and tooth movement in orthodontic treatment.  

In transparent tooth correction movement, an intentional, predetermined “mismatch” between the 
aligner and the tooth is programmed in each treatment stage, using a cast or virtual model set-up 
(alignment). The aligner, which corresponds to the new desired tooth position, is fitted on the dental 
arch, producing in each mismatch a force system that is directly transmitted to the tooth, generating 
the mechanical-biological chain of events that results in a new position of the tooth [15]. The 
interaction between the aligner and the tooth is complicated because of the complex and irregular 
shape of the aligner. The aligner attaches to tooth crown’s surface to apply orthodontic forces, which 
may act on any position of the crown’s surface. It is difficult to determine the location where the 
orthodontic forces will act on, and what kinds of forces and moments will be introduced. Simon, et al. 
[23] concluded that moment transfer from the removable appliances to the tooth is possible only to a 
limited degree. Moreover, Hahn, et al. [24] found the forces and couples delivered by aligners are 
determined by the shape of the crown and the type and amount of displacement of the particular tooth 
and, therefore, the contrasts between the particular tooth and the inner surface of the appliance. That 
may cause an inability to control the types of tooth movements. And Joffe [9] believed that led to 
limitations of orthodontic aligners. 

The introduction of attachment can solve this type of problem. Firstly, the location the orthodontic 
forces act on can be determined. This is mainly decided by the position of the attachment. In this 
aspect, the function of attachment in orthodontic aligner treatment is similar to that of a bracket in 
traditional fixed orthodontic treatment. And therefore the efficiency of aligner treatment with 
attachments should be similar to that in traditional treatment. This opinion was supported by the 
research of Djeu, et al. [5].  

However, Kravitz, et al. [18] thought the attachment could not help tooth movement. This could 
happen because of the second problem that was not made clear. What kind of orthodontic force and 
moment were introduced? In Kravitz, et al.’s investigation, the orthodontic force and moment 
delivered by the attachment may not meet his designed tooth movement. 

This investigation was conducted to solve this problem. According to the derived result and the 
experience value of the moment-to-force ratio for tooth movement, the attachment in this study was 
optimized. The introduction of attachment can help tooth movement; however, its position and 
configuration are the key determinants. 

Attachments used for other teeth and other kinds of tooth movements can also be optimized by the 
same method in this study. For example, the movement of rotation along the tooth’s long axis and the 
moments Mt and Fr were the main parameters used to optimize the auxiliary attachment, and the 
analysis process would be the same as above. 
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5. Conclusion 

Analysis of the attachment force system showed that the attachment could be optimized to help the 
tooth move effectively. And the most important factor affecting the attachment’s efficiency was found 
to be the active surface’s direction, which can be optimized by the moment-to-force ratio needed by 
the movement. With the use of attachments and optimized parameters of such, it was found that 
orthodontic aligner treatments could offer results similar to those of traditional tooth-straightening 
systems. 
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